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Project background: gvSIG
 Conselleria de Infraestructuras y Transporte (CIT) or Dept 
of Infrastructures and Transport, is the maximum authority 
in the Generalitat Valenciana (government of the Valencian 
Community) for Public Works, Transport, Architecture, 
Ports and Coasts, and Energy. 
 Migration project to free software solutions. 
 An advanced GIS Client was missing: Let's invent it.  
 A fast evolution: Conselleria, Generalitat --> National and 
international.
 Development language: Java (Multiplatform).
 Adheres to the guidelines of the European Union - 
Inspire. 
 Free license (GNU/GPL).
 Modular, scalable, powerful.  
 Simple interface: user friendly. 
 International (spanish, valencian, english, basque, 
gallego, french,  italian, portuguese, german, czech, 
polish, romanian and mandarin). 
Structure and main characteristics
 R & D & I  Project
 Complementing GIS – SDI world
 Different interesting areas have been developed under a 
horizontal platform: Vectorial, raster, network, analysis, 
3D, Mobile, ... 
 Global aim: Give solutions to all needs related to the 
geographic information management based on the 
integration of free technologies 
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Structure and main characteristics
 gvSIG: GIS – SDI Client 
 Reprojections
 Geoprocessing 
 Web Services (SDI) 
 Symbology 
 Edition
 Spatial Database
 Topology
 Labelling
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Structure and main characteristics
gvSIG, Integrated managment: GIS client
Tool to manage geographic information, mapping edition, 
geoprocessing... 
Structure and main characteristics
Display and query services (WMS, WCS and WFS servers), 
searching services (Catalogue client) and location services 
(Gazetteer client).    
gvSIG, Integrated managment: SDI Client
Structure and main characteristics
Optimal path calculation, topology, more geoprocessing, 
advanced symbology...
Structure and main characteristics
gvSIG, Integrated managment: Network analysis and new features
Georeferencing, Histogram view...
       
        Collaboration with 
      SEXTANTE project
gvSIG, Integrated managment: Raster analysis
Structure and main characteristics
gvSIG 3D: Access to 3D characteristics
Structure and main characteristics
gvSIG, Integrated managment: 3D
Integration of gvSIG into mobile devices: telephony, PDA...
gvSIG, Integrated managment: Mobile devices
Structure and main characteristics
 Geostatistics 
 gvSIG 4D (temporal GIS)
 Connection with sensors
 Road map: 
http://www.gvsig.gva.es/index.php?id=1814&L=2 
“gvSIG is a path that we can build together”
  
Structure and main characteristics
gvSIG, Integrated managment: Future projects
Installations in the Generalitat: 
(over 400)
Mailing lists: 
• Users list: 899 
• Developers list: 504
• International list: 357     
• Italian list: 107
Known countries with 
registered users: 40
Known countries where gvSIG 
has been downloaded: 57  
Dimension of the project
Details of the project
Dimension of the project
Collaborations: gvSIG shares knowledge 
 gvSIG is backed by the European Union. 
 Over 100 public and private organizations collaborate in it. 
 Over 300 qualified professionals and 23 companies from 
Spain, Europe and Latin America work on it. 
47%
Government 
agencies
23%
Companies
16%
Universities
14%
Research Institutes
 Young but successful. 
Why?Points of difference
Collaboration model gvSIG: their keys
1- To interpret the Free Software model: Sharing and 
collaborating
 Accessing source code and binary without restrictions
 Support: mailing lists 
 Offering many kinds of collaboration and support
 Target: Building scenarios to enrich the project
“Giving 100 and asking for 10” 
Collaboration model gvSIG: their keys
Points of difference
2- Evolution
 1. Critical mass of users. Growth. 
 2. Critical mass of developers. Adding wealth. 
 Offering support and documentation for both 
groups 
 Target: Consolidating the Community
“Today, this is our main organizational task” 
 
Collaboration models gvSIG: their keys
Points of difference
Collaboration 
Collaborations: gvSIG shares knowledge 
2005
2006
2007
Collaboration 
Collaborations: gvSIG shares knowledge 
3rd gvSIG 
Conference 
Sponsors and 
Partners: 
Collaboration
Collaborations: gvSIG shares knowledge 
December 2008 
4th gvSIG Conference
3- Main actors synergy 
 Government. 
 Companies. 
 Universities. 
 Target: “Finding the common area where everyone 
benefits.”
Points of difference
Collaboration model gvSIG: their keys
 Companies: 
- Remove the heavy dependence on multinationals. 
-  Specialist on brands
- To increase competitiveness. 
- Strategic independence. To be able to plan independiently. 
- Business model based on Free Software. 
 Universities:  
- Promoting professional opportunities. 
- R & D & I Projects.  
 Government: 
- Technological independence
- Optimization of investment. Dedicate to what?
- Quality industrial structure
 Specialist in technologies
Collaboration model gvSIG: their keys
oaSIG, a project which aims to build an infrastructure to make 
collaboration easy, allowing any organization to integrate to the 
gvSIG project, easily, directly and openly.
"Making collaboration easier promotes development"
Where are we going?. gvSIG a collaborative project
oaSIG: Open Organization
oaSIG: “Putting the project in 
the hands of the community”
Collaborative infrastructure
 User and developers documentation.
 Catalogue of projects.
 Collaborative testing. 
 Translations. 
 International mailing lists. 
oaSIG. Technical features
...the latest surprise
 http://gvsig.rifo.net/
Consolidating and advancing
http://www.gvsig.gva.es
https://gvsig.org
